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Arctic Research Programme
• Understanding the drivers and
consequences of rapid change in the
Arctic
• Programme began 2010 and will
complete 2017. Early results already
being published, including: Nature
(Sept 2015) & Nature Geoscience (Feb
2015). Over 35 publications to date
• Strong international partnerships – US,
Germany, Canada and others
• Broad range of techniques and logistics:
airborne, vessels, submarine,
terrestrial…

UK Arctic Research Station, Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard
• Key element of UK’s Arctic science capacity:
flexible; safe; well-positioned and supported by
Norwegian hosts
• Around 400 person days per season since 2011
• 2015 – first season of PhD student field course –
excellent feedback and five other research
projects
• Expectations of being an INTERACT II member
• 2016 – a strong season and a renewed focus on
the station and promoting its effective scientific
use by the Arctic research community in the UK
and beyond

Other Arctic activities

ICE-ARC project: 2015 BAS overflights with
MASIN and ASIRAS radar.
N-ICE – BAS engagement via Marcus Frey

Petermann Glacier, NW Greenland – 2015
oceanographic measurements and sediment
coring, with Keith Nichols, supported by BAS

2016 – Kola Peninsula, Khibiny Field Station (BAS PhD)
2017 – ICE-ARC: Beaufort Sea (BAS & DTU Space, Copenhagen)

Changing Arctic Ocean Programme
• New Natural Environment Research Council
programme focusing on marine biology and
bio-geochemistry, looking at the effects of
changes to sea ice cover on marine ecosystems
• £16m+ from 2017-2022.
• Strong focus on international collaboration
• Looking at the impact of environmental
changes and projections for future eco-system
research
• Initial bids under consideration now

New Polar Research Vessel 2018-19
• Remote management systems
– marine and airborne, inc
‘moon pool’
• On-board environmental
monitoring systems and
laboratories
• Ice-strengthened – 1m at 3kts
– 60 day duration – 60+
science staff
• Name to be decided shortly –
public consultation
• Arctic and Antarctic science

Summary
• Strong and ongoing commitment to Arctic research
• Investing heavily in new UK research programmes to address the
major science questions – particularly in the oceans
• A clearer focus on international cooperation and joint working to
maximise returns
• New logistical assets to help deliver our commitments

